Lower School

Our Lower School combines
high standards of teaching with
superb pastoral care to provide an
inspirational and happy learning
environment.
Girls experience an impressive variety of stimulating and
challenging activities, both in the classroom and beyond.
Teaching and learning are tailored to the needs of the
individual, enabling all girls to make excellent progress.

education
A first-class

“Small as this school is, it is
capable of big things.”
Year 6 pupil

Your daughter begins her learning
journey in our Nursery or Reception
class, where the emphasis is on
making learning fun.
Nursery and Reception provide a stimulating and secure
learning environment. With excellent resources inside and
outside to foster exploration, imagination and independence,
the Early Years’ experience at PGHS sets a firm foundation for
future learning.

“They begin reading, writing and
numeracy early on and make it fun!
One of the school’s greatest strengths
is the specialist teaching my daughter
receives from Reception class.”
Parent

first steps
Successful

Small class sizes enable staff to
spot and nurture the potential of
each individual.
High expectations and praise encourage girls to do their
best in all aspects of the curriculum and achieve excellent
results. They are very well prepared for the challenges and
opportunities as they move up through the school.

potential
Maximising

“The quality of provision is outstanding.
Excellent classroom practice ensures that
all children, whatever their individual needs,
learn rapidly, thrive and succeed.”
Independent Schools Inspectorate

teaching
Specialist

Learning is enhanced by specialist teaching,
facilities and resources in a range of subjects.
Highly-qualified and experienced staff who are experts in their field fuel pupils’ natural curiosity
about the world around them. Often taught in half classes, specialist teaching in a wide range of
subjects sparks pupils’ imagination and results in exceptional levels of attainment.

“The teachers are very nice and caring
and you learn lots of interesting things
that even your parents don’t know.”
Year 3 pupil

The focus on pupils and their
individuality means that they all have
the chance to shine and participate in
a number of enriching activities.
Through assemblies, concerts, plays and performances to the
wider community, all girls become engaging, confident and selfassured. By the time the girls reach Year 6, they have developed
into mature, independent learners and are ready for the smooth
transition into our Senior School.

“The school raises confidence
and instils the belief that they
can do anything if they are
willing to put in the effort.”
Parent

Developing

confidence
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